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NDT Cabinets and Bespoke Enclosures
The most comprehensive turnkey solution on the market



An investment in engineering excellence underpins our 
commitment to providing a comprehensive service to our 
NDT shielding clients. 

    Why Work with Calder Industrial?

• We are already an established and respected global
    supplier of radiation shielding solutions with an 
    excellent reputation for working in partnership with
    some of the leading X-ray system OEMs
• We have a team of highly skilled, dedicated and
    experienced designers, project managers and
    installers working to exacting quality standards
• We are ISO 9001:2015, 14001:2015 and OHSAS
    18001:2007 and Achilles certified 
• We have a proven reputation for delivering what is
    required, within budget and on time 

NDT Cabinets and Bespoke Enclosures
Calder Industrial is the UK’s leading manufacturer and installer of Shielded NDT Cabinets

Nondestructive testing (NDT) is the process of testing safety 
critical components without damaging or destroying the test 
piece thus facilitating 100% inspection. Industrial radiography 
is a method of NDT for inspection and metrology that uses 
x-rays for small components, applied with techniques such 
as computed tomography (CT), or gamma rays for larger 
components, requiring higher amounts of radiation exposure 
to penetrate through the material. Industrial radiography 
offers a quick and highly detailed analysis of internal 
components and assembly features and is used extensively by 
aerospace and automotive industries to guarantee the quality 
of safety critical components.

Calder Industrial is the UK’s leading manufacturer and installer 
of Shielded NDT Cabinets and Bespoke Enclosures. Working 
closely with X-ray system OEMs we offer design, manufacture 
and installation of steel framed lead lined X-ray cabinets and 
X-ray enclosures.

We are part of Calder Group, Europe’s largest producer of
lead sheet and lead-based technical products. As manufacturers 
of lead sheet to BS EN 12588, Calder are also the UK’s 
leading supplier of engineered products in lead, with a wide 
product portfolio covering electronics, automotive, X-ray, 
defence, nuclear power, aerospace, marine, nuclear medicine, 
construction and many other industries.

No other UK organisation can offer the same comprehensive 
level of service or technical expertise. From initial discussions, 
through to design, manufacture and installation, a dedicated 
Calder Project Manager will work with you to ensure your 
NDT shielding project is on time, within budget and to your 
exacting specifications.



Non-Destructive Testing (NDT)
Industrial X-ray and CT scanning (up to 750kV) are used 
as a means of non-destructive testing for inspection and 
metrology. They offer a quick and highly detailed analysis of 
internal components and assembly features, which are used 
extensively by the aerospace and automotive industries, as 
well as the scientific community to guarantee the quality of 
safety critical components. Calder Industrial work closely with 
OEMs to offer design, manufacture and installation of steel 
framed lead lined X-ray cabinets and X-ray enclosures.

NDT Rooms and Enclosures
A NDT enclosure is usually a room larger than 2.5 m cube, 
that people would enter to carry out a radiographic task. 
This is ideal where large or very heavy objects need to be 
inspected using X-ray or gamma radiography. The room can 
be fitted with lifting equipment such as a crane or hoist. 
Some rooms are big enough to accommodate entry by either 
a fork lift truck or a bogie. The opening to the room is often 
shielded using a lead lined steel motorized door featuring 
interlocks and safety features. Depending on the energy of 
the X-ray inspection equipment being used for NDT, the room 
will be constructed from either lead-steel or lead-plywood 
panels mounted on a prefabricated and free standing steel 
frame. This type of structure is quick and easy to assemble 
and dismantle. Calder offer a complete turnkey design, 
manufacture, installation and commissioning service to meet 
our customers’ specific NDT requirements.

NDT Cabinets
A NDT cabinet is usually smaller that 2.5 m cube, where 
small items are loaded manually or by a robot for 
inspection. The lead lined cabinet contains a source and 
detector, in either a vertical or horizontal orientation, with 
a manipulator used to position the item to be inspected 
between them. Manual or automatic access doors with 
interlocks, safety features and in some instances, a viewing 
window, can be incorporated in the design, along with 
cable ducts and removable service panels. All sheet metal 
components used to clad our fabricated steel framed lead 
shield are manufactured in house on our CNC laser cutter 
and brake press. This enables Calder to offer a complete 
turnkey design, manufacture, installation and commissioning 
service to meet each customer’s specific NDT requirements.



Our technical staff are always pleased to discuss your particular project and offer advice.
Contact them at: industrial@calderlead.co.uk

For any sales enquiries please contact our dedicated team on: +44 (0) 1244 393739
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Calder Industrial
Jupiter Drive,

Chester. CH1 4EX
England, UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1244 390093
Fax: +44 (0) 1244 389191

industrial@calderlead.co.uk
www.calderlead.co.uk

Find us on social media
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The Calder Cycle Of Service

Project
Management

No other lead manufacturer offers such a one-stop solution

Project Management
An experienced Project Manager is assigned to each Calder project. 
From initial consultation to final installation, there will be one 
point of contact, who will work closely with you and other involved 
parties, to ensure the successful design, supply and installation of 
your project.

Solution
Each NDT shielding project presents its own individual design 
and installation challenges. Identifying the best solution to 
an unexpected problem is vital to the performance of an 
NDT room. We will use our knowledge to overcome any 
shielding challenges.

Design
Integrating powerful technical equipment into a safe, functional 
and effective testing room, while accommodating real world 
constraints, can be time consuming and complex. Our Project 
Managers’ invaluable expertise will help to simplify this crucial task.

Manufacture
Over 260 years of specialist lead manufacturing has made Calder 
one of the leading European producers of radiation shielding. 
Our dedicated Project Management Team will ensure that all 
components are manufactured to the precise specification required.

Installation
Our installation teams are highly skilled in the on-site 
fabrication of NDT shielding. They recognize the critical 
nature of what they do.

100% RECYCLABLE
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